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Global leader in human capital solutions turns to SocialBridge to enhance 
collaboration between HQ and sales reps

CASE STUDY

CAREERBUILDER

Highlights

THE PROBLEM

CareerBuilder was looking for a new way to work 
with and distribute documentation to hundreds of 
partner sales reps and managers in local markets.

THE SOLUTION 

CareerBuilder leveraged SocialBridge’s document 
management, online calendars and social 
collaboration tools to ensure that its many moving 
parts were moving in the same direction. Instead 
of requesting materials from managers, sales reps 
were granted direct access to everything they 
needed to help sell their product.

THE RESULTS

SocialBridge transformed communication between 
managers and remote sales reps, while ensuring 
that resources were always readily available, but 
secure. The sales team has a forum for connecting 
and sharing success stories across CareerBuilder’s 
many territories to support sales productivity.

CareerBuilder’s challenge: streamlining document management 
and encouraging collaboration for an expansive sales team
CareerBuilder operates the largest online job site in the U.S., 
powering job search for more than 10,000 websites, including 140 
newspapers. Founded in 1995, CareerBuilder is now jointly owned 
by Gannett Co., Inc, Tribune Company and The McClatchy Company, 
and employs over 2,000 workers worldwide. 

As part of the team’s complex hierarchy, partner sales managers 
(PSMs) serve as liaisons between CareerBuilder and reps at local 
newspapers affiliated with CareerBuilder. When the company 
moved to Salesforce, they needed a new way to communicate with 
partners at newspapers and agencies.

“We needed to find something for housing documents and 
communicating that we could design specifically for the reps 
who are reselling our products but aren’t actually employed by 
CareerBuilder,” says Natalie Cox, partner sales strategist.
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“Our partner relationship is something 
that we consider very special, and I 
wanted to be able to provide reps with 
a different experience than they had 
in the past,” says Raymond Dinglasan, 
CareerBuilder’s director of sales. “When 
Central Desktop was presented to us as 
a possible solution to our needs, I saw 
a true fit for what our team’s vision is to 
support our Partner Network.”

CareerBuilder leveraged Central 
Desktop’s SocialBridge as an easy-to-
use and permission-controlled platform 
for sharing vital files and documents. 
The company wanted to do more 
than just find an improved platform 
for one-way communication, though. 
With SocialBridge’s workspaces and 
calendars, CareerBuilder PSMs gained 
the ability to easily monitor their various 
assignments and balance the schedules 
of their teams (each PSM is assigned to 
multiple properties). SocialBridge forums 
built connections, allowing sales reps 
to tap into one of their most powerful 
resources: each other. 

SocialBridge provides 

sales teams with 

direct access to sales 

resources, calendars 

and community 
forums.

“We wanted to build a community of 
people who collaborated together 
often,” says Dinglasan. 
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The right collaboration champion made 
all the difference for user adoption
When it came time to implement 
SocialBridge, CareerBuilder relied on  
Cox to steer the ship. 

To help ensure smooth integration, Cox 
took the time to work with small groups 
and conducted webinars and in-person 
training as her schedule allowed. She 
worked with the leaders at the local 
markets to obtain buy-in before rolling it 
out to the local reps. Taking advantage of 
SocialBridge’s customizable workspaces, 
she made sure that new users could easily 
find their sales resources. Her diligence 
paid off in a big way.

“The adoption was a very smooth process,” 
says Julie Holt, a senior sales consultant 
who attended Cox’s sessions. “The key 
was the training.”

Cox is also taking a page out of the 
gamification playbook to incentivize super-
users; she plans to post a leaderboard of 
top users and reward those leaders.

“It’s very flexible. I can make each workspace look 

like its own thing if I want to. Just the ease of use 

of the interface itself. It’s very easy to figure out. 

It’s a great tool.” 

– Natalie Cox, partner sales strategist

“I really love the status update feature. For me,  

it is a real-time way for partners to give their 

feedback, make comments and ask questions  

of other partners in the community who they  

may not have interacted with in the past.” 

– Raymond Dinglasan, director of sales 

“My favorite is the forums. We post about success 

stories that the team members have. This is a great 

way to share ideas and also to motivate the team.” 

– Julie Holt, senior sales consultant
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Shared knowledge = sales power
“The PSM role is basically the liaison 
between the actual newspaper rep at 
each market and CareerBuilder,” Cox 
says. “The PSMs’ job is to teach the 
leadership and the newspaper reps at 
each paper about CareerBuilder sales 
methodology, products and information.” 

When Cox shares product information 
from CareerBuilder HQ, or PSMs share 
thought leadership links from around 
the Web with their respective set of 
local markets, they’re centralizing team 
knowledge while also controlling the 
conversation. With three companies 
serving as partners or co-owners, it’s 
crucial to be able to quickly disseminate 
information to the masses while keeping 
competitors from intermingling or gaining 
access to each other’s workspaces.

Working with Central Desktop’s 
implementation team, Cox created 
community workspaces for each of 
CareerBuilder’s partners. This allows 
someone at the Los Angeles Times, 
for instance, to access both the Times 
workspace and a larger Tribune 
Company workspace that provides an 
opportunity to share information and 
build relationships with colleagues at the 
Chicago Tribune or other Tribune papers. 

Shared knowledge saves time on both 
ends. “The best thing is that all of the 
inside sales representatives have access 
to the products and files,” says Julie Holt. 
“I used to have to look them up first and 
forward them.” 

Dinglasan adds that he tracks usage 
by the PSMs, making sure they are 
leveraging SocialBridge to “not only 
communicate, but to leave strategy 
behind for their specific markets.” 

“We wanted to build a community of people who 
collaborated together often .”
- Raymond Dinglasan, CareerBuilder
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How team members began collaborating 
in ways they hadn’t anticipated
After Cox trained her team, she noticed that 
some early adopters found exciting new 
ways to put SocialBridge to work, going 
beyond initial expectations. One PSM 
quickly began using the calendar within his 
workspace to organize schedules with his 
sales reps as well as to streamline all of the 
information about a given client. 

“He wanted a way to keep track of all of 
his communication and efforts with one 
particular market,” says Cox, noting that 
the PSM didn’t want to juggle multiple email 
threads or worry about the purging of old 
emails. “Basically what he does is put the 
appointment in the calendar, invite the rep 
along, and then when the appointment 
is over, go back in and add notes to the 
appointment: here’s what we talked about, 
here’s my follow-up, here’s your follow-up 
as the rep, here’s where we are going to 
go from here. They will talk back and forth 
within that meeting invite in the calendar. 
He’s almost using it like a CRM tool. I think 
it’s awesome how he’s using it. It’s genius.”

By keeping connected with her users 
even after training and integration, Cox 
discovered an unforeseen use case that 
could easily be taught and passed along  
to the rest of the team. 

Sales reps access CareerBuilder’s social 
feeds and press releases all within 

their SocialBridge workspace
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Contact us.
 We don’t bite.

866.900.7646
www.centraldesktop.com

About Central Desktop 
Central Desktop helps people work 
together in ways never before possible.

Our SocialBridge collaboration platform 
connects people and information in the 
cloud, making it possible to share files, 
combine knowledge, inspire ideas, manage 
projects and more. Central Desktop 
serves half a million users worldwide. 
Key Central Desktop customers include 
CBS, MLB.com, Harvard University, the 

Humane Society of the United States, 
the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services, Javelin Marketing 
Group, Upshot, Engauge, WD-40 and 
Workday. Founded in 2005, Central 
Desktop is a privately-held company with 
headquarters in Pasadena, California. 

Click here to learn 
more about SocialBridge

(C’mon just click it !)

http://www.centraldesktop.com/overview
http://www.centraldesktop.com/overview
http://www.centraldesktop.com/overview

